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Are Chinese Firms Innovative or Imitative'! 
Abstract 
In recent time, many Chinese firms have not only operated quite successfully at their 
home front, competing with those giant multinational companies inside China, they are also 
moving offshore. The short internationalisation process of Chinese firms looks both sudden 
and unexpected, causing many to wonder the success factors for Chinese firms. A dynamic 
innovation that combines strategic, organisational, cost as well as technological change was 
believed to have contributed to the fast growing Chinese firms in the global stage. This paper 
reviews the literature related to these areas of innovation. It also discusses reasons for firms 
to innovate or imitate, using institutional perspective and resource-based view (RBV). 
Intertwined with these discuss ion, empirical studies of innovative performance among 
Chinese firms are also analysed. The results show that in fact most Chinese finns still follow 
an imitative strategy, but there is a clear evidence of strategic cost innovation widely practiced 
among Chinese firms. 
Key words·: innovative, imitative, strategy, capabilities, performance, Chinese firms. 
1. Introduction 
To examine whether Chinese finns are innovative or imitative, we need to first 
understand what is innovation? According to the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary, the 
word 'innovative' means 'introducing or using new ideas, techniques etc'. An innovative 
firm is the one who makes changes, initiates or adopts new things (Oxford Advanced 
Lcarner's Dictionary, 1989, p. 645). From the surface, it wou ld appear that many Chinese 
finns fit in this definiti on and wou ld be regarded as innovative as they have indeed made 
many dramatic changes under the unprecedented economic reforms; and they have had to use 
and adopt ideas and techniques largely coming from the West via multinational companies 
after the implementation of open-door policy in 1978, and especially since China's accession 
to WTO in 2001 (Cheung and Lin , 2004). 
But a close look at the defini tion renders innovation as something 'new'. Have 
Chinese firms brought out anything new') If they do, are the things made by Chinese finns 
new to themselves only, or to the country/region , 0 1' to the world? These are thc important 
questions to ask , as the OECD (1997) especiall y measures the scientific and technological 
activities of the firm as novelty or innovative at these three different levels. Not to mention 
other aspects of firm innovative activities such as strategy formulation and organisational 
management practices (Chiesa et aI., 1996; Xie and White, 2006). Have Chinese firms done 
anything new or even differently? The anecdotal evidence tend to suggest that what most 
Chinese firms are doing is really no difference to what has been done by leading American 
and European finns in the past or even in recent years. As commented by Steve Gilman, 
B&Q 's CEO for China and Asia, ' to be honest, it 's difficult to say that there's anything 
specific new to China, anything that you don't see everywhere in the world. Thc only thing 
that is really different is the speed of change." (cited in Desvaux and Ramsay, 2006, p. 90). 
Indeed, changes are rapid and noticeable as China evolves itself to become a key 
player in the global stage. In particular, a recent surge of multinational companies from 
Chi na has caught a great deal of attention and discussion. In some ways, the appearance of 
dragon multinationals such Huawei, Lenova, Haier, ZTE etc. (Mathews, 2006) in the 
international business scene looks both sudden and somewhat unexpected, causing Americans 
and Europeans to 'even fear', palticularl y ' through high visibility media coverage' 
(Teagarden and Cai, 2009, p. 73). Among academics, the pique interest is to explore how 
these Chinese companies have done it; how they have shorten the internationalisation process 
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into a few years which took others decades to go through; and what innovative approaches 
they have taken when entering into the terrain already crowded with giants. 
Some (eg. Mathews, 2006; Williamson, 2009) argue that a dynamic innovation that 
combines strategic, cost, organisational, as well as technological change initiatives contributes 
to the success of fast growing Chinesc finns in the global era. However, empirical evidence 
on such claim tcnd to be weak. In fact, according to a few authors (eg. Xie and White, 2006; 
Altenburg et aI., 2008), the impressive performance of Chinese firms and indust ri es, even the 
electronics or automobile industries, has been th e result of their excelling at an imitation 
strategy, not an innovative strategy 
So how do we know whether Chinese firms are actually innovative and imitative? By 
far, there is no integrative theory to guide our understanding about innovative capabilities and 
firm performance of Chinese firms. But the theoretical discussion of why firms innovate or 
imitate based on institutional perspective and resource-based view appear to suggest that 
firms could follow either/or and both innovative and imitative strategies. Extensive literature 
review of the empirical st11dies on innovation performance of Chinese firms, which this paper 
is based on, came to the conclusion that there is a mixed picture about innovation of Chinese 
firms. It is necessary to develop an integrative framework to properly assess whether finns 
are innovativc or imitativc. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides 
theoretical justification on the reasons for innovation. Section 3 discusses contents of 
innovation. Intertwined with the theoretical discussion, empirical studies of innovation in 
China together with contextual issues are analysed with the view of distinguishing innovative 
or imitative intents of Chinese firms. Concluding remarks are made in Section 4 with a call to 
develop a conceptual framework to properly evaluate Chinese firms ' innovative capabilities 
and performance. 
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2. Theories I~xplaining Innovation and Imitntion 
Why would a firm innovate or imitate? In another word, why does one firm consider 
taking an innovative strategy whilst another opts for an imitation strategy? The existing 
literature provides two theories to explain the drivers for firms either to innovate or to imitate. 
These are institutional theory and resource-based view (RBV). We discuss these theories 
respectively as in the context of Ch ina and its finns. 
illstitutiollal Theory 
According to the institutional theory, finn's innovative/imitative behaviour and 
strategic choices are driven primarily by isomorphic pressures embedded 111 formal and 
informal institutions (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). A firm is motivated to enhance its 
legitimacy by either doing things dramatically diifcrent (,innovative' but economically, 
politically and sociall y acceptable) Or conforming to others (,imitative') in the environment 
through isomorphism process such as coercive, mimetic and nonnative (DiMaggio and 
Powell, [983; Zhou and Li, 2007; Yang, 2009). Briefly, coercive isomorphism refers to a 
firm's response to political or legal authorities; mimetic isomorphism derives from 
uncertainties surrounding changes in technology and environment that force the finn to model 
itself Oil others; and nonnative isomorphism causes the firm to follow the norms and values 
defined to be socially and economically acceptable (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). 
In the context of Chinese firms, the state advocacy for enterprise modernisation since 
the economic reform and its drive to build national innovative capacity (see Hu and Mathews, 
2008; Lu and Etzkowitz, 2008) has greatly induced coercive force at the firm level, pushing 
leading firms to be innovative, whilst coercing the rest to conform by drastically transforming 
organisational structure, especially among the state-owned ones, and permission by the state 
to establish other types of enterprises, such as privately-owned, wholly-foreign-owned or 
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town-village-enterprises. Under uncertain environment and weak institutional framework 
(eg. lack of legal enforcement), it is safer for firms to mimic or model their own behaviour 
and practices on the leading firms, especially in the areas of technology upgrade and adoption 
of management know-how. For example, Deng (2009) discusses a number of formal 
institutional constraints such as inefficient legal fi'amework, and weak intellectual property 
rights which di scourage innovations, making businesses hard to invest in R&D or to build 
global brands. As a result, Chinese firms tend to acquire strategic asscts by cxpanding 
overseas because the internal development of technology capabilities is time consuming and 
path-dependent upon the finns' existing resources. Deng (2009, p. 77) hence asserted that 
Chinese finns rarely create new products and process; they typica lly compete on volumc and 
low price, and often simply imitate each other's products. 
Without clear rules of the game, the imitation is the best strategy Chinese firms can 
adopt to survive at least for the short term, ifnot aim for the long term gains. We see here the 
mimetic isomorphism best explains the imitative behaviour of Chinese finns in their early 
stage of development when they are facing greater uncertainty in environment (eg. changing 
regulations by the state and membership to WTO). However, when finns become gradually 
establ ished and are familiar with the rules in the competitive environment, the likelihood of 
breaking rules and being different (innovative) is possibl e. As reported by Yang (2009) in her 
longitudinal study of 1,004 cross-border mergers and acquisitions by 671 Chinese finns over 
a 20-year period, there has been a gradual decrease in conformity to the ways traditional 
mergers and acquisitions were conducted, signifying the shi ft to value the differentiation 
strategy among Chinese finns examined. It is nonetheless, not very clear whether 
differentiation strategy is necessarily to be innovative. 
Lastly, norms and values are the desirable standards, which refer to how things should 
be done. The slogans such as 'reforms, innovation, progress, wealth and power' (gaige, 
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chuangxin, jinbu, filjiang) would be seen in most Chinese enterprises when ones walk into 
their front gates . These may not mean mnch to visitors, but a lot to those owners, managers 
and entrepreneurs of the firms. The set of social values may have driven innovative 
performance of Chinese enterprises. However, one needs to be very careful when examining 
the innovative activities of Chinese firms, not simply by what they said but what they actually 
have done. As illustrated by Chen and Kenney (2007), the Chinese definition of 'high 
technology' or ' innovation' is very broad and onl y some of the activities would conform to 
the commonly accepted defini tions of innovation in developed countries. They gave an 
example of 'personal computer assembly' to be considered as one of innovative and high-tech 
activities, whilst few in Europe or US would see it as such. Most importantly, Chinese finns 
would gain tax and other benefits if they are considered to be innovative. This vested 
interests push Chinese firms to present themselves (in some ways, disguise) as innovative, 
following the norms and va lucs (especially those valued by the funding bodies or 
administrative agencies controlled by the communist party) so they could gain the 
government support in R&D fund ing and tax avoidance. 
Norms and values work together with coercive forces in China. There is no doubt that 
Chinese governmcnt plays an important role in instilling innovation values and indirectly 
influencing the direction of finn investment decisions through taxation and loan schemes. 
According to Lu (2000), the government targets in certain industries and devises sophisticated 
tax concession schemes to promote innovations in products and processes at firm level. The 
uniqueness of this operation of re-distributive devices is the regulatory regime imposed upon 
finns by rhetoric reaction, such as granting high-tech innovative firms with a special lega l 
status (Lu, 2000). Then the government would obli ge them to meet certain requirements, 
which include specifying the number of technology personnel, the percentage of sales 
contributed by new products, etc. Therefore, it appears that the institutional devices and the 
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corresponding regulatory regimes (Lu, 2000) have generated incentives and induced firms to 
pursue innovative activities as necessary legitimacy, but not essential to achieve innovation. 
The potential driver for finns to be innovative perhaps is likely to be determined less 
by external forces but more by organisational internal resources. Do firms want to innovate 
themselves? If so, when and how to, despite the external push? The resource-based view 
di scussed next will provide another theoretical explanation of why firms want to build 
innovative capabilities and actually have in place innovativc activities csscntial to achieve 
performance outcomes. 
Resource-Based View 
According to Barney (1991), a competitive advantage of a firm lies in its abilities to 
allocate and deploy the bundle of valuable resources, which must be heterogeneous in nature 
and not perfectly mobile (p. 105). Central to the resource-based view (RBV) are that firms' 
strategic resources must be I) valuable in terms of its ability to add value which outperforms 
its competitors; 2) rare in terms of its ability to generate future above-average return; 3) 
inimitable in terms of its ability to create tacit knowledge and socially complex work 
environment which can not be copied by its competitors; and 4) non-substitutable in terms of 
its ability to continue creating new value that cannot be replaced. 
Clearly, the application of RBV to innovation must address the fundamental questions 
of why a firm wants to be different or wants to adopt something new or even change 
dramatically; and how it deploys its unique internal resources to do so in order to achieve and 
sustain its competitive advantages. Here, firms' internal resources can be both tangible (eg. 
financial, physical) and intangible (eg. knowledge, experiences and skills of employees, 
finns' reputation, brand name and other organisational assets) (Barney, 1991; Wernerfelt, 
1994). Innovative capabilities are ar!,ruably developed by a firm 's capacity to deploy and 
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coordinate these dynamic resources in combination. In some cases, re-combination is 
desirable to achieve the next level of innovation and value-creation. Galunic and Rodan 
(1998) argue that competencies/capabilities generated from recombined resources are the 
antecedents necessary for innovation, in particular for knowledge-based innovation to occur. 
Here Galunic and Rodan (1998) suggest that in order for innovation to occur, tacit, context-
based knowledge should be formed along with !'irms' unique social organisation, that is the 
way competencies come to be formed and institutionalised. Paladino (2007) goes a step 
further to test this model of resource recombination and finds that although organ isational 
learning is strongly assoc iated with market orientation, which in tl1rn impacts on variolls 
performance outcomes including customer value. But organisational resources and 
capabil ities are the main anchors for new product development (Paladino, 2007) . 
It appears that dynamic interaction between rcsources, capabilities and strategic 
orientation are the antecedents for building an innovative system at the organisational level. 
Innovation does not come from externa l forces, but more likely from looking inside and 
developing the resource endowment, especially core human resource's competencies. The 
!aters are the ones who will offer, in continuous manner, input for the development 
exploitation of the firms' innovation activi ties. So we see here that the RBV provides the 
explanation on the reason for firms (0 innovate (to maintain and sustain the competitive 
advantage) and on how to provide the fue l for innovative activities to occur in the !'irst place 
(to build internal capabilities and competencies through investing in human resources). 
If we combine the institutional perspective with RBV, organisational assets 111 the 
context of Chinese firms may go beyond those ex ist internally. Peng (2003) especially 
stressed the importance of considering institutional factors explicitly when evaluating 
strategic choices for those firms ii'om emerging economies, as they may add in different 
dimensions to those rare, inimitable and non-substitutable assets. Potential connections 
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between technology advancement, institutions and innovati on capabiliti es at the level of the 
individual were also proposed (sec Nelson and Nelson, 2002; Nelson, 2008), but yet to be 
tested. It is possible that the combined assets would help {inns be more capable of being 
innovative, instead of just being competitive as against conventional firms under the RBV. 
This is particularly relevant when examining the recent phenomena of rising multinational 
companies from China as it appears neither the institutional theory nor RHV alone could well 
explain the ways of internationalisation these firms have adopted (Buckley et aI., 2007). It is 
argued that dynamic capabilities developed from the interplay of various actors inside and 
outside organisations might be in play. For example, Altenburg et al. (2008) found that 
innovation capabilities in China, as well as those in India were built via a combination of 
using national innovation system, global value chains and professional networks. Similar 
view was expressed in Mathews (2006) who argue that the rapid changing technological 
environments help latecomers tap into the technological resources much easier. Later 
entrants, such as those Chinese MNCs, were more ab le to learn faster, usc linkage and 
leverage more effectively to develop and di ffuse novel technology based on their abilities to 
draw all resources so as to push the innovation process Mathews (2006). Nevertheless, 
Altenburg et al. (2008) concluded from their ana lysis that the mounting innovation efforts 
made by Chinese national institutions rarely materialised in cutting-edge technologies at t1nn 
level. 
Empirically, limited research have looked into the innovative capabilities of Chinese 
t1rms based on the RBV. Yam et al. (2004) studicd 2 13 fi rms in Beijing with focus on 
assessing their technological innovation capabi lities. I-Iere, Yam et al. specitled 7 
technological capabilities as R&D, resource allocation, learning, manufacturing, marketing, 
organising and strategic planning capabi lities without theoretical justitlcation). Yam et al 
(2004) measured innovation performance in line with Chinese convention, which says that 'an 
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innovative firm is one which has an innovation rate of greater than 20% in the last 3 years) (p. 
1129) (note: this rate was not clearly detined. Is it the rate of new product creation in the 
given year?). They found that only 72 out of 213 tirms (30%) could be categorised as 
innovative tirms and only R&D capability could safeguard innovation rate among this cohort 
of rarely-picked Chinese finns. 
Another interesting study carried out by Liu ct al. (2009) focuses on the 10-year-long 
practice of mobilising key resources to build strategic capabilities to enhance technological 
innovation in a textile company in China. They found that the tirm's technological-
innovation-based strategic capabilities were broadly influenced by neither technological 
resources, nor innovation resources, but organisational culture, human resources and 
organisational structure, among which human resources is the most dynamic one (I'. 411). 
From the above discussion, both institutional perspective and resource-based view 
provide explanation on why tirms innovate or imitate. But neither of them could well explain 
innovation among Chinese tinns. It appears that the integrative theory using both institutional 
and RBV could better explain the innovation antecedents and consequences for Chinese 
tirms. Yet very limited research were conducted to explore this. Furthermore, whilst theories 
explain the drivers of innovation, the contents of innovation activities, that is antecedents for 
innovation and outcomes, were not clearly marked. In the following section, it is intended to 
review the literature on explaining the contents of innovation. 
3. Contents of Innovation 
Most relevant to the recent discussion about innovation from the emerging economies 
such as China and India are those to do with strategic innovation (eg. Anderson & Markides, 
2007), organisational innovation (eg. Garcia-Morales et aI., 2006), cost innovation (eg. 
Williamson, 2009) and technology innovation (eg. Altenburg et aI., 2008). We shall explain 
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these concepts rcspectively along with the discussion on the existing empirical studies on 
innovation in China. 
Strategic Innovalion 
According to Markites (1997), strategic innovation is about breaking the rules and 
becoming industry revolutionaries. In the new era, companies are advised not to waste time 
on 'breaking the competition' but 'breaking away !l'om the competition' and creating 
'uncontested market space' ... so-called 'the blue ocean strategy' by Kim and Mauborgne 
(2005). Strategic innovation also phrased as 'value innovation' is aimed at finding 'new 
whos' (new customers), 'new whats' (new products or services) or 'new haws' (that is new 
ways of promoting, producing or distributing) via innovation aligned with 'utility, price and 
cost position' (Kim and Mauborgne, 2005; Anderson and Markides, 2007). Anecdotal 
evidence (sec Anderson and Markides. 2006; 2007; Williamson, 2009) suggest that 
companies from emerging economies such as China are particularly good at moving away 
from the red and bloody waters saturated with big giants and launching into new territories by 
offering customers with exceptional utility, affordable products and services, nonetheless 
earning considerable protlts via strategic costing model. Systematic study of the strategic 
innovation among Chinese tlrms is yet to be explored. 
But a related study on 'strategic orientation' by Zhou et al (2005) surveyed 2754 
employees from 180 tlnns in China. They found that being aware of potential market, 
responsive to market needs, together with paying attention on innovation (note: the contents 
of innovation were not specitled) are important strategic direction for firms to achieve long 
term success. In another study, Zhou (2006) compared 298 Chinese firms and found that 
those tlnns adopting an innovative strategy are more likely to have new product and service 
than the firms with an imitative strategy. Both imitative and innovative strategies were not 
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properly defined, though related items and scales were developed. Zhou (2006) suggested 
that a finn with an innovative strategy would have invested substantially in R&D and 
generally aimed to be the first to bring the new product to market. It appcars here Zhou 
(2006) used both innovation intent ('aimed to bring thc new product to market first) and 
innovation antecedents such as R&D activity to evaluate the extent to which the firm is more 
inclined to adopt an innovative strategy. However, Zhou (2006) did not assert that an 
innovative strategy is all that good. As a matter of fact, Zhou (2006) reckoned that an 
innovative strategy may not be the sound strategy for all. Imitation remains as a viable and 
eommon strategy among Chinese firms (60 percent of all firms surveyed), becanse these firms 
did not producc 'me-too' products but improved the existing product and makes it better, 
affordable and accessible. Zhou (2006) called this type of imitation 'creative imitation', 
which is closely in line with affordability and availability introduced by Anderson and 
Markides (2007). 
Williamson (2009) provided a few examples of Chinese 11rms with strategic 
innovation in cost-cutting, marketing and advertisement but also illustrated with more global 
11nns who also deployed these strategies to push themselves successfully into the global 
market. Similar anecdotal cases were illustrated in Anderson and Markides (2007). The 
evidence appears to suggest that strategic innovation has been employed by Chinese 111'1ns, 
but they are not doing anything new. They have imitated other global 11rms who are doing 
just the same. Therefore it is hard to judge whether Chinese 11rms are innovative or imitative. 
To explore further, organisational innovation is discussed next. 
Organisationallnnol'ation 
Generally, 'organisati011al innovation' refers to the creation or adoption of an idea or 
behaviour new to the organisation (Lam, 2004). Firms may imitate the idea or behaviour 
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exhibited in their competitors, but they are new to the organisation, hence regarded as 
innovative (Garcia-Morales et aI., 2006), For innovation to occur, however, something more 
than the generation of a creative idea or insight is required, Amabile (1988) argl1e that the 
insight mllst be put into action to make a genuine difference, resulting in new or altered 
business processes within the organisation, or changes in the products and services provided, 
Hence, organisational innovation, 'like many business functions, is a management process 
that requires specific tools, rules, and discipline' (Amabile, 1988, p, 123), 
There are many theoretical explanations to achievc organisational innovation , Lam 
(2004) listed three, which are summarised here with some evidence from emergi ng finns, 
First, organisational design theories emphasise changing organisational structural forms in 
order to do something new, Under these theoretical guidelines, the unit of analysis is the 
organisation and the main aim is to identify the structural characteristics of an innovative 
organisation, or to dctcrmine the effects of organisational structural variables on product and 
process innovation (Lam, 2004), Indeed, recent mergers and acquisitions of Chinese finns 
and earlier latercomers' firms from the East Tiger Economies such as Hong Kong, Singapore, 
South Korea, Taiwan, who adopted a variety of global organisational forms tend to be treated 
as innovative as they form highly unconventional global cellular clusters and integrated global 
operations (Mathews, 2006), 
Second, organisational cognition and learning theories tend to focus on the micro-level 
process and examine how organisations develop and adapt new ideas for problem solving, 
The focus of research is on the cognitive foundations of organisational innovation and on 
understanding the capacity of organisations to create and exploit new knowledge necessary 
for innovative activities (Lam, 2004), In assessing multinational companies Ii'om emerging 
economies, many attribute to the success of these companies in the international markets to 
their keenness, leapfrogging or springboard approach to fast learn and develop new ways of 
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doing things, which have to do not so much just with technology, but with management and 
organisational know-how (Buckley et aI. 2007; Luo and Tung, 2007). 
The third perspective is based on organisational change theories. In some ways, these 
theories are related to the first one, but emphasise on the processes underlying the creation of 
new organisational forms in the context of internal and external environments. The main 
focus is to understand whether organisations can overcome inertia and adapt in the LIce of 
radical environmental shifts, and whether organisations have capacities to respond to changes 
in the external environment, and to influence and shape it (Lam, 2004). Since the economic 
reforms, and more so after the WTO accession, Chinese firms have been under enormous 
pressure to change and innovate as a result of the government economic policies and changing 
market conditions. To survive in the fierce market place, finns must respond to changes. The 
responses may well be exhibited in creating radical new organisational forms, such as town 
and village enterprises, collective, joint-venture, private-owned, state-owned, foreign-owned, 
and more recently merged and acquired global network firms (Yang, 2009). Lam (2004) 
asserted that research on organisational change and adaptation in the literature tends to be 
fragmented with many organisational and management scholars examine only the process of 
adaptation at the level of individual organisations without taking new forms of organisation 
emerged hom the dynamic interaction in the process as innovative activities themselves. An 
examination of these changing forms and how they relate to the organisational innovation 
process among Chinese firms is indeed new, yet to be explored. 
A systematic investigation of the-above mentioned three organisational innovation 
dimensions among Chinese firms is not available. Literature tends to focus on the outcomes 
of the organisational innovation in terms of capabilities, instead of assessing the 
organisational antecedents of innovation. Zhou et al (2005) argue that both market and 
innovation orientation can facilitate organisational innovation. However they did not consider 
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the specific organisational endogenous and exogenous factors for innovation. Similarly, 
Guan and Ma (2003) consider 7 innovation capabi lities, of which some are related to 
organisational innovation, sllch as learning, organisational, strategic planning; some aren't, 
such as R&D, manufacturing, marketing, resource all oca ting. They find that in lilet R&D, 
manuf:ilcturing and marketing capabilities could not lead to sustainable export growth, but 
learning, strategic planning and resource allocation help technology enabling, creating a 
tlrm 's competency which make it possib le for a firm to acquire sustainable international 
competiti veness. 
Given the new development of Chinese tlrms, it is the time to test whether they are 
in novative at the organisational level by looking at the nature of the relationship hom three 
di ffcrent but interdependent perspectives as discussed earli er: a) the relationship between 
organisational structural forms and innovativencss; b) the relationship between organisational 
learning and knowledge creation and innovativeness; and c) organi sational capacity for 
change and adaptation and how this creates space for innovation in the context of turbulent 
environment. Lam (2004) asserted that organisationa l innovation is a necessary pre-condition 
for technological innovation, and thus it is important to take greater account of the role of 
organisational forces in shaping organisational transformation and technological change. 
Technological Innovation 
Surveying the innovation literature, it appears that technologica l innovation dominates 
the discussion, often with a substantial confusion between technology innovation at national 
level and that at tlrm level. As discussed above, the idea of technological innovation can only 
be considered in an organi sational context. Individua l, organisational as wcll as contextual 
variables wcre found to be much bettcr predictors of technological innovations (Kimberly and 
Evanisko, 198 1). However often many previous innovation research have focused either on 
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macro variables such as tax or social policies or on micro variables such as cha racteristics of 
innovation adopters, to the frequent exclusion of the organisational contexts in which the 
effects of these variables are played out (see Tornatzky and Fleischer, 1990). 
Technological innovation is the process through which new or improved technologies 
are developed and brought into use through the interaction among a number of organisational 
and contextual f~lctors. The key is nonetheless pcople. Howell and Higgins (1990) describe 
five types of personnel in the firm's technological innovation process. First, the gatekeepers 
are the ones who acquire, translate, and dis tribute external technological knowledge and 
advancements to their colleagues. Second group are project champions who distil creative 
ideas fro111 information sources and then enthusiastically promote them within the 
organi sation. Third are business innovators providing support, access to resources, and 
protection from organisational interference as innovations emerge. Four, technical innovators 
design and/or develop the innovation. Lastly, the user champions implement the innovation 
by training and providing assistance to the users (Howell and I-liggins, 1990, p. 3 I 8). For a 
finn to be technologically innovative, a clear identification of champions and provision of 
mechanism to not only encourage creativity but also promote interaction of the champions 
from inside and outside is cru cial. 
Altenburg ct al. (2008) explicitly define the innovation champions in modern Chinese 
and Indian firms as those highly mobile technically skilled engineers , scientists and 
entrepreneurs travelling between leading and late-comer countries, creating backward and 
forward linkages and promoting technology transfer and diffusion. It is believed that no 
longer the latc-comer countries are fea rful of 'brain drain ', but they utilise thi s 'brain 
circulation ' of entrepreneurs, scientists and engineers to quickly build up technological 
innovation capabilities (Altenburg et aI., 2008). 
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Again the debate is on whether Chinese firms genuinely have technological innovation 
capabilities or they really imitate technology via taking advantage of global value chain 
established by many multinational companies operating within China and around the world 
(see Cheung and Lin, 2004; Altenburg et aI., 2008). Under its 'market for technology ' policy, 
China, at the national level, has been actively providing policy incentives to attract foreign 
direct investment in order to obtain advanced technology from developed countries for 
building its innovation capabilities at industry and firm level. Hence, there is in fact less 
incentive for Chinese firms to be technologically innovative. 
In addition, as Teece (1986) argue, later by Matthews (2006) as well, first movers In 
technology innovation may not necessarily gain significant economic returns for three 
reasons. First, if finns, such as those multinational companies choose global collaborative 
and integrative busincss strategy via global value chain, they would allow newly developed 
technology to spread across borders and quickly diffuse to their local subsidiaries. Firms in 
the latecomer countries can take the benefits of technology diffusion and modify technology 
(creative imitation per se, not entirely innovative). Second, imitation is easy as both global 
multinational firms and local government allow, or to the large extent, greatly encourage their 
subsidiaries and local flnns to do so. Relating to the second, there is a general lack of 
institutional protection of intellectual property, ie. patent. Therefore, piracy can be rampant as 
it is witnessed as a common phenomena known in the developing countries. 
In the context of China, it is understood that many multinationals are also willingly 
wanting to trade technology for market in China. The Chinese government though 
emphasising innovation, has in practice been more interested in simple quantitative statistics 
such as rates of growth, number of patents. Yet, it is generally accepted that many Chinese 
patent statistics are of dubious merit with increasing number of them filed by foreign firms 
seeking protection in China, and thus not Chinese in origin (Chen and Kenney, 2006). 
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Therefore, it is generally quite difficult to assess the technological innovation capabilities 
among Chincse firms, even though multiple indicators were used (Altenburg et aI., 2008). 
Altenburg et al. (2008) nonetheless investigate technological capabilities of several 
Chinese companies (eg. Huawei Technologies, Lenova and IIaier) in the electronics and 
automobiles industries. They found that all these leading Chinese firms have dedicated 
substantial resources to innovation, together with the government support in industry targeted 
investments in innovation (eg. electronics, computing and communication account for 78% of 
China's total industrial R&D expenditure). However, the outcomes for innovation are yet to 
be impressive. The characteristics of Chinese finns' innovation are so much context-based, 
hardly could be globally operational and generalised. In the electronics industry, innovative 
capabilities still heavily rely on export-oriented low cost assembly in global value chains and 
expertise in high-volume manufacturing. In the automobile industry, Chinese firms' strength 
is mainly in labour-intensive auto component exports based on cost advantagc (we shall 
explain this next). Even though Chinese automobile firms started developing their own car 
brands, there were nothing innovative about the car components and markets tend to be low-
end ones with less quality concerns. Altenburg et al. (2008) came to an assertive conclusion 
that Chinese firms show "improved and expanded production capabilities rather than 
innovation capabilities' and that their "production is almost fully carried out under licence 
fi'om foreign manufacturcrs. Most product development is based on reverse engincering and 
no significant indigenous technological development has yet occurred" (p. 334). 
Xie and White (2006) shared the similar concerns. There is still a long way to go for 
Chinese firms to compete with tbe creation (innovation) paradigm as many still are under 
"strict control over production process and cost-based decision-making" (Xie and White 
(2006, p. 239). The innovation capacity for Chinese firms and technological level of China's 
industries to independently innovate remains low (Lu and Etzkowitz, 2008). To excel in 
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innovation, the industry must address the issue of the disparity between high R&D 
expenditure and the relatively low level of industrial innovation. Firms would need to shift in 
organisational identity to focus on building fo rmal managerial systems and informal 
organisational process and culture that will fundamentally change employees' value, priorities 
and behaviours for creativity and new product development (Xie and White, 2006; Lu and 
Etzkowitz, 2008). Until then , there appears re latively unconvincing sign for innovation 
among Chinese tinns. 
Taking together from the above discussion of empirical studies on various contents of 
innovation, at least empirically, we are not quite sure about the substances of strategic, 
organisational and technologica l innovation among Chinese tinns. But one area oLinnovation 
seems uniformly agreed, and ujlon which many Chinese tirms are famed is cost innovation 
discussed next. 
Cost Innollalioll 
Essentially, cost innovation is similar to what is described earlier by Anderson and 
Markisdes (2007) as strategic innovation in the areas of affordability, acceptability and 
availability, whereby consumers and customers are provided with exceptional util ity, 
affordable products and services. Firms essentially use cost-reduction as a competitive 
advantage to achieve performance outcomes. Discuss ion of cost innovation appears to have 
been electrifi ed with the recent book titled 'Dragons at Your Door: How Chinese Cost 
Innovation is Disrupting Global Competition' by Zeng and Williamson (2007). I-Jere, the 
authors defined cost innovation in the context of Chinese companies as offering niche and 
customising products without premium. In another words, many Chinese companies, 
especially those offshore ones, have tapped into both upstream and downstream markets with 
'go mass market strategy'. They considerably reduced price, but st ill were able to sell 
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products contained advanced technology and R&D inputs. In his more recent publication, 
Williamson (2009) further describes three facets of cost innovation as I) offering customers 
with high technology at low costs; 2) selling variety of customised products at low costs; and 
3) shifting low-volume high priced specia lty products to high volume and low cos t of still 
high end products. 
One however needs to be mindful that cost innovation can only be achievable when 
two conditions arc met: one is the ex istence of global value chain to fa cili tate continuing 
technology acquisition and di ffusion; second, downward pressure on global wages must 
continue. It is believed that Chinese firms are able to deliver high technology at low cost 
because they are more able to tap into the sources of technology that are availably cheaper 
than elsewhere (Lu, 2000; Mathews, 2006; Williamson, 2009). This is because of the 
government's initiative of 'market for technology' and simultaneously foreign firms' 
willingness to trade technology for market. Additionally, supply of qualified local Chi nese 
scienti sts and engineers are still steady; it looks like very unlikely in the short term these 
personnel, wi thout organised effort, are able to negotiate higher wages. However, if, under 
any circumstances, these two conditions had changed, firlns would have had to focus on 
actua l organisational and technological innovation in order to find new ways to do more with 
less. 
4. Conclusion 
The extensive review of ex isting literature has given us little clue whether Chinese 
firms are overall innovative. At best, it is seen that some Chinese firlns have obtained 
stra tegic innovation, especially in the area of cost innovation. Some forms of organisational 
innovation might be in place, but lack of empirical evidence certainly beckons further 
research. To a larger extent, it appears that an imitation strategy is much more easily adopted 
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among Chinese firms. Continuing global value chain and control on labour costs would, for 
the time being, help Chinese finns take the advantages of cost-reduction strategy and 
successfully share some niche markets internationally . In the long-run, it is suggested that 
on ly investment in human resources and changing organisational identity could help Chi nese 
i1rms break the imitation cycle and move into the creative paradigm (Xie and White, 2006). 
To properly assess innovative capabilities and performance of Chinese lirms, an 
integrative framework combining the perspectives of institutional theory and resource-based 
view is required. In a separate paper, we have discussed in details the development of such 
conceptual innovation model to guide future research on evaluating innovative capabilities 
and performance of Chinese firms. The model could also be equally useful to test innovation 
of firms from other emerging markets whereby they share similar institutional and cultural 
constraints. When coliecting data based on the integrative model, at least we can identify at 
which levels or what areas Chinese finns could be innovati ve. Until then, the assertion of 
innovation among Chinese firms cannot be substantiated. 
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